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1. Executive Summary 

The Independent Communications Authority of South Africa (ICASA) contracted ATIO Corporation 

(Pty) Ltd to conduct Quality of Service (QoS) measurements on the networks of mobile operators; 

Cell C, MTN, Telkom and Vodacom. The measurements were performed to monitor performance 

of mobile voice services offered by the operators in the Eastern Cape Province. The measurements 

were carried out in the period of 12 December 2018 to 23 January 2019, covering a total distance 

of 3121 kilometres. 

The purpose of performing QoS measurements was to monitor and analyse the quality of mobile 

voice service as experienced by the end-user. The results were later benchmarked against the 

QoS standard set by the Authority. The measurements were conducted in areas and in 

circumstances where mobile voice service is likely to be accessed. These areas include towns, 

townships, farm areas, rural areas, and economic activity nodes.  

A vehicle equipped with Rohde and Schwarz Smart Benchmarker II measurement tool including 

24 mobile phones was used to collect data in mobility conditions. The four Key Performance 

Indicators (KPIs) used to evaluate QoS are Retainability, Accessibility, Call Setup Time and Speech 

Quality. The Drop Call Ratio (DCR) KPI is used to measure a user’s ability to successfully complete 

a call and Call Setup Success Ratio (CSSR) KPI measures a user’s ability to make a phone call. 

According to the End-User and Subscriber Service Charter regulations of 2016, DCR should be 

less than 3% and CSSR should be greater than 98%. Call Setup Time must be less than 20 

seconds and the score for Speech Quality must be greater than 3. 

The overall results show that all the operators achieved less than 98% CSSR values and thus 

failed to meet the Accessibility target. Vodacom is the only operator that met the overall Drop 

Call Ratio target of less than 3% as per the Authority’s target.  

MTN and Vodacom were the only operators that met the target for overall Speech Quality. 

All operators met the Call Setup Time target according to the End-User and Subscribers Service 

Charter Regulation of 2016. 
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2. Introduction 

ICASA’s mission is to ensure that all South Africans have access to a wide range of high-quality 

communication services at affordable prices1. The Authority ensures the quality of service through 

its Quality of Service (QoS) monitoring activities. In order to monitor the QoS, ICASA contracted 

ATIO Corporation (Pty) Ltd to conduct drive testing in selected areas of the Eastern Cape Province. 

The test was focused on monitoring the cellular voice telephony service being offered by MTN, 

Vodacom, Cell C, and Telkom within the Eastern Cape Province of South Africa. 

The QoS monitoring was conducted in the following areas within the District Municipalities; Buffalo 

City, Amathole and Chris Hani. The selected areas include East London, Mdantsane, Dimbaza, 

Lady Frere and Dutywa. The areas consist of major towns, townships, farm areas, rural areas, 

major road arteries, economic activity nodes and areas of previous complaints. Figure 1 depicts 

the routes which were driven in the Eastern Cape Province. 

 

Figure 1. Eastern Cape Province route map 

                                                
1 ICASA Strategic Plan 2016/17-2021 
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QoS is defined as the collective effect of service performance that determines the degree of 

satisfaction a user derives from a service. It provides an indication of what a customer experiences 

when using a mobile network and is evaluated in terms of Call Accessibility, Call Setup Time, and 

Call Retainability and Speech Quality parameters. These parameters are described briefly below: 

a) Call Accessibility is defined as a percentage and is a measure of the number of times a 

user is able to successfully establish a call as a percentage of the total calls attempted. It 

is measured using Call Setup Success Ratio (CSSR).  

b) Call Setup Time is the time interval from the instant a user initiates a network connection 

request until a complete message indicating call disposition is received by the calling 

terminal. It is measured from the time a user presses the dial button until the user gets 

connected to the dialled party. 

c) Retainability is defined as the ability for a call to stay connected through to a normal call 

tear-down process, without abnormally disconnecting from the cell site that caries the call. 

It is measured using Drop Call Ratio (DCR). 

d) Speech Quality is the condition of conversational speech without noise and echo 

interference. 
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3. Methodology 

A minimum of 120 test samples per network operator were collected, except in the areas where 

services were limited on most parts of the drive test route. A drive-test sampling methodology 

which provides a snapshot view of the mobile operator’s quality of service was adopted. It 

provides a realistic picture of network performance from a user’s point of view. The method 

adopted provides a snapshot of an operator’s network performance on the selected routes and a 

particular time of the day. 

Voice test setup consisted of two categories which are short call (accessibility) and long call 

(retainability) and each category required two items of end-user equipment (UE) i.e. call initiating 

side (A-side) and call receiving side (B-side). This setup results in four UEs per operator resulting 

in sixteen UEs for four operators in one drive test vehicle. The Call Window was set up as follows: 

Call duration + 30 seconds (for the setup and release phases) + 30 seconds (for the minimum 

pause interval). The default call duration was set at 120 seconds for Long Call and results in 180 

seconds call window and call duration for Short Call was set at 10 seconds resulting in 70 seconds 

call window. The audio quality of speech samples was evaluated using the HD-voice capable and 

ITU standardized POLQA wideband algorithm. 

The devices were set to measure the best available technology and barred from making VoLTE 

calls, thus in the areas where operators had LTE they performed Circuit Switched Fall Back (CSFB) 

calls. CSFB allows terminal/mobile phones connected on LTE to use GERAN or UTRAN to connect 

to the CS domain mainly for voice calls. 

Voice testing was done in two phases with a measurement window gap of at least seven days in 

between both measurements. 

3.1. Short & Long Call 

 

Figure 2. Call Window 

Figures 2 depicts the call window for both Short Call and Long Calls scenarios together with call stages. 
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3.2. Equipment test setup and configuration 

3.2.1.System used 

The Test Equipment utilised was the R&S SwissQual Benchmarker II platform with Sony XZ 

Premium smartphones installed inside the car using the R&S Phone Mount Walls. 

 

3.2.2.Device Used 

The Sony XZ Premium Smartphone was selected as the measurement UE for Voice and Data 

Services. It uses the Qualcomm Snapdragon 835 chipset and supports the following technologies; 

GSM, WCDMA, LTE & LTE-A. 

 

 

 

 

3.2.3.Device Specification 

Table 1 depicts device specification: 

Table 1: Device Specification 
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3.3. Route selection 

The areas and routes that were tested are shown in Table 2 including the dates driven. The 

distance travelled, and active measurements time are shown in Table 3: 

Table 2: Test timelines for areas covered 

Routes and Dates 

District Area Date Test Type 

Amathole Dutywa 2018/12/12 Phase 1 

2019/01/11 Phase 2 

Dimbaza 2018/12/18 Phase 1 

2018/12/19 Phase 1 

2019/01/14 Phase 2 

2019/01/15 Phase 2 

Buffalo City East London 2018/12/16 Phase 1 

2019/01/18 Phase 2 

Mdantsane 2018/12/20 Phase 1 

2019/01/15 Phase 2 

2019/01/16 Phase 2 

2019/01/17 Phase 2 

2019/01/19 Phase 2 

Chris Hani Lady Frere 2019/01/12 Phase 1 

2019/01/23 Phase 2 
 

   Table 3: Area Tested, Kilometers and Hours Driven per area 
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3.4. Measurement parameters and targets 

3.4.1.Targets 

According to the End User and subscriber Service Charter Regulations of 2016, the following 

targets have been set as the measurement parameters for the following services: 

1. Call Setup Success Ratio – Average Call Setup Success Ratio must be greater than 98%; 

2. Call Setup Time Ratio – Average Call Setup Time must take less than 20 seconds; 

3. Drop Call Ratio – Average Drop Call Ratio must be less than 3%; 

4. Speech Quality – Average Speech Quality of MOS must be greater than 3.2 

3.4.2.Call Setup Success Ratio [%] 

The Call Setup Success Ratio (CSSR) is the percentage of calls that are successfully set up as a 

percentage of the total call attempts.  

The formula to calculate CSSR is shown below:  

CSSR = Y/X *100  

Where; Y represents the calls that are call established successfully and X is the total 

number of call attempts. 

3.4.3.Drop Call Ratio [%] 

Dropped Call Ratio (DCR) is the proportion of incoming and outgoing calls, which, once correctly 

established and therefore having been assigned a traffic channel, are dropped or interrupted prior 

to the deliberate completion by the user.  

The formula to calculate DCR is shown below:  

DCR= D/S*100  

Where, D represents the number of dropped calls and S is number of successful calls 

established  

3.4.4.Call Setup Time [s] 

Call Setup Time refer to the time interval from the moment a user initiates a network connection 

request until a complete message indicating call disposition is received by the calling terminal. It 

is measured from the time a user presses the dial button until the user gets connected to the 

dialled party. 

 

                                                
2 https://www.icasa.org.za/uploads/files/39898_1-4_Icasa.pdf 
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3.4.5.Speech Quality (MOS) 

Speech quality on call basis is an indicator representing the end-to-end speech transmission 

quality of the mobile telephony service. This parameter computes the speech quality on the basis 

of completed calls. Measurements made use of the POLQA Algorithm which compares the 

reference signal received from the transmitting side against an equivalent sample on the receiving 

side. 

4. Results and Analysis 

This section provides a summary of the mobile operators’ performance results based on the drive 

test route in the following test areas: Dutywa, Dimbaza, East London, Mdantsane and Lady Frere. 

4.1. Voice KPI Results 

Table 4: Overall voice KPI results 

 

Table 4 shows overall voice measurement results for both Short and Long Calls scenarios. CSSR 

and Call Setup Time were measured in a Short Call scenario. The DCR and POLQA MOS KPI’s were 

measured in a Long Call scenario. Results which are coloured in red indicate that the operator did 

not meet the target set by the Authority. Appendix 1 shows operator results per route per phase 

tested. 

From Table 4 above, it can be observed that all operators failed to achieve the Call Setup Success 

Ratio target as per regulations. All operators were, however, were able to meet the Call Setup 
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Time target. Vodacom is the only operator that met the Drop Call Ratio target. It can also be seen 

from the table that only MTN and Vodacom met the speech quality target of above 3. 

4.1.1.Voice KPIs per Area 

Table 5 shows voice call measurement results for each route per operator. Dimbaza and Dutywa 

were the areas where all operators experienced poor performance with none of them meeting the 

target of both the CSSR and DCR. 

      Table 5: Summary of results per Area 
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4.1.2.Call Accessibility (Short call) 

  Table 6 shows number of samples collected per area for Short Call scenario. 

Table 6: Short Call sample size per Area 

 

 

Figure 3. CSSR KPI per Area 

Figure 3 shows that all operators did not meet 98% CSSR target in both Dimbaza and Dutywa 

areas. MTN is the only operator that did not meet the CSSR target in East London and Mdantsane. 

MTN is also the only operator that met the CSSR target in Lady Frere.  
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4.1.3.Drop Call Ratio (Long call) 

  Table 7 shows number of samples collected per area for Long call scenario. 

Table 7: Long Call samples per Area 

 

 

Figure 4. DCR KPI per Area 

Figure 4 shows that Vodacom, Cell C, Telkom met DCR target in East London and Mdantsane 

whilst MTN met the target only in Lady Frere. Telkom and Vodacom also met the target in Lady 

Frere. All operators failed to meet the DCR target in Dimbaza and Dutywa areas.  
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4.1.4.Voice Call Setup Time (Short call) 

 

Figure 5. Call Setup Time [s] KPI Overall 

Figure 5 shows the overall results for Call Setup Time. Cell C had the lowest overall Call Setup 

Time, followed by Vodacom, MTN and Telkom in ascending order. 

 

Figure 6. Call Setup Time [s] KPI per area 

Figure 6 shows that all operators met the Call Setup Time target of less than 20 seconds as per 

the End-User and Subscribers Service Charter Regulations of 2016. 
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4.1.5.POLQA MOS (Long call) 

 

Figure 7. Speech quality overall results 

Figure 7 shows that Vodacom achieved best Speech Quality followed by MTN, Cell C and Telkom 

in the descending order. Cell C and Telkom did not meet the target for Speech Quality. 

 

Figure 8. Speech Quality per Area 

Figure 8 depicts speech quality results per tested area. MTN and Vodacom achieved an average 

MOS of over 3 in all the tested areas, thus meeting the Authority’s target. Cell C and Telkom 

failed to meet the target for Speech Quality in all tested areas.  
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4.1.6. Radio Technology (Long call) 

  

Figure 9 Radio technology  

Figure 9 shows the distribution of the serving technology during the drive test. The serving 

technology distribution is based on the device used and the network parameter configuration 

which varies with the mobile operators. All operators’ serving technology was mainly on UMTS 

technology, with MTN and Cell C predominantly on U900 whilst Vodacom and Telkom are on 

U2100.  

 

 

 

  

 



 
 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 10 Radio technology per Area 

Figure 10 shows the distribution of the serving technology during the drive test per Area. 



 
 

 

 
 

 

4.1.7.CSFB (Short call) 

 

Figure 11. CSFB Overall stats 

Figure 11 shows percentage of calls that were attempted on traditional networks (CS Calls) as 

well as the ones initiated on LTE network and fell back to UMTS/ GSM (CSFB Calls). 

 

 

Figure 12. CSFB per Area 

Figure 12 shows the breakdown of CS and CSFB calls per route. Vodacom and Telkom are seen 

with no CSFB samples in Lady Frere and Telkom does not have any CSFB samples in Dutywa as 

well. This may be an indication that the operators do not have LTE coverage in those areas. 
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4.1.8.Roaming statistics (Long call) 

 

Figure 13. Overall Roaming percentages 

Figure 13 shows overall roaming samples for each operator. Cell C and Telkom are seen with 

some roaming samples, with Telkom having the highest percentage of roaming. 

  

Figure 14. Roaming percentages per Area 

Figure 14 shows Roaming status per operator per route. Telkom was seen with roaming samples 

in Dutywa and Lady Frere, these were the areas without Telkom coverage. Cell C had roaming 

samples in some part of Dimbaza and Dutywa areas. 
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5. Conclusion 

This section provides the summary and key findings of all measurements. The results illustrate a 

snapshot of the mobile network performance and customer experience within the measured time 

and location context.  

The results indicate that the end-user’s quality of service and operators’ network performance 

varies significantly per area tested. All operators had poor performance in Dimbaza and Dutywa, 

none of them met the Call Setup Success Ratio and Drop Call Ratio targets. 

As we benchmark the operators, the results show that in terms of overall Call Setup Success 

Ratio, all operators scored less than 98% CSSR values, thus failed to meet the Accessibility target. 

At an area level, Vodacom, Cell C and Telkom met the target in East London and Mdantsane whilst 

MTN only met the target in Lady Frere.  

All operators except Vodacom, failed to meet the overall Drop Call Ratio target of less than 3%, 

thus failed to meet the Accessibility target. MTN and Vodacom were the only operators that met 

the target for Speech Quality in the overall results. All operators achieved Call Setup Time target 

according to the End-User and Subscribers Service Charter Regulation of 2016. 

Vodacom had high number of samples on the GSM technology as compared to other operators 

followed by Telkom, MTN and Cell C in descending order. 

Telkom had roaming samples in Lady Frere and Dutywa whilst some parts of Dimbaza, Lady Frere 

and Dutywa were observed to have Cell C roaming samples. 

 

 

  



 
 

 

 
 

 

6. Appendices 

6.1. Appendix 1: Detailed test results by Phase 

Table 8: Call Setup Success Rate (CSSR) per Area – Phase 1 & 2 
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Table 9: Drop Call Ratio (DCR) per Area – Phase 1 & 2 
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6.2. Appendix 2: Coverage maps  

6.2.1.Technology Maps 

6.2.1.1. East London 

 

Figure 15. East LondonTechnology Map  
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6.2.1.2. Mdantsane 

 

Figure 16. Mdantsane Technology Map  
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6.2.1.3. Dimbaza 

 

Figure 17. Dimbaza Technology Map  
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6.2.1.4. Dutywa 

 

Figure 18. Dutywa Technology Map  
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6.2.1.5. Lady Frere 

 

Figure 19. Lady Frere Technology Map  
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6.2.2. Call Failures 

6.2.2.1. East London 

 

Figure 20. East London Call Failures  
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6.2.2.2. Mdantsane 

 

Figure 21. Mdantsane Call Failures  
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6.2.2.3. Dimbaza 

 

Figure 22. Dimbaza Call Failures  
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6.2.2.4. Dutywa 

 

Figure 23. Dutywa Call Failures  
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6.2.2.5. Lady Frere 

 

Figure 24. Lady Frere Call Failures 
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6.2.3.Roaming (Long call) 

6.2.3.1. Cell C 

 
 

 

Figure 25. Cell C Roaming (Long Call) 

 

 

6.2.3.2. Telkom 

 

 

Figure 26. Telkom Roaming (Long Call) 
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6.3. Appendix 3: Mobile operators’ feedback on the report  

The detailed report was shared with the affected mobile operators in order for them to 

share their plans and remedial action to address issue of poor performance. The 

improvement plans and remedial actions are provided below. 

6.3.1.Vodacom 

Vodacom provided feedback and network improvement plans that are in place for the 

areas that were identified to be negatively affecting customer experience by the 

Authority’s QoS monitoring report and shared the following plans and remedial actions: 

 Dimbaza route – New sites are planned with the 2019/2020 budget. 

 Dutywa route – A further site hardening combined with new battery rollout is in 

progress, there are new sites planned and will be implemented in 2020. 

Transmission capacity and outage to be addressed. 

 East London route – There are plans for site hardening and to integrate new sites.  

Capacity enhancements has been completed as well as transmission stability 

improvement with self-provisioned transmission and better site availability with 

new battery rollout is in progress. LTE upgrades were completed in January 2019. 

 Lady Frere route – There is a site hardening combined with new battery rollout in 

progress as well as capacity upgrade. Transmission capacity and outage will be 

addressed with Telkom. Self-provisioning is planned to facilitate LTE rollout in the 

area. 

 Mdantsane route – There is a site hardening and new sites have been integrated 

in January and February. LTE rollout and further U900 upgrade have been 

implemented in January 2019, optimisation is in progress. 

Furthermore, Vodacom is experiencing theft of feeders, cables and site wiring, batteries, 

generators, fuel and vandalism is a huge problem. However, there are a number of 

initiatives being undertaken by Vodacom to reduce the impact. 
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6.3.2.MTN  

MTN provided feedback and network improvement plans that are in place for the areas 

that were identified to be negatively affecting customer experience by the Authority’s 

QoS monitoring and shared the following plans and remedial actions: 

 Dimbaza route – A new site planned to improve coverage in the area. The source 

of interference to be identified and a change of tilts on several serving cells to 

improve coverage.  

 Dutywa route – A new site planned to improve coverage in the area and restore 

the site that was out. 

 East London route – A new site planned to improve coverage in the area. The 

source of interference to be identified and path imbalance issues to be resolved. 

 Lady Frere route – A new site planned to improve coverage in the area and 

diversity issues will be resolved. 

 Mdantsane route – A new site planned to improve coverage in the area and 

planned adjustment of tilts on several serving cells to create dominance and 

resolve overshooting cells. 

Furthermore, MTN plans to increase site count to resolve poor coverage and clear the 

uplink interference issues. However, MTN will optimise the existing sites to improve 

coverage in the meantime. 

6.3.3.Cell C 

Cell C attributes poor performance to tests currently underway to update system 

parameters in order to accommodate national roaming arrangement with the new 

roaming partner MTN . Cell C utters that the test period coincides with their major 

network optimising project which took place during the period of November 2018 to 

January 2019. However, Cell C’s plans and remedies to improve the low performance 

areas include the following:  

 Dimbaza route – There was a transmission issue that affected performance and 

was resolved on 24th and 27th January 2019, the area has since improved.  

 Dutywa route – The test device roamed on Vodacom quite significantly and there 

was no seamless handover. Further optimisation is needed. 
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 East London route – There was a transmission issue that affected performance 

and was resolved on 24th and 27th January 2019, the area has since improved. 

This area forms part of the last batch of Cell C to MTN neighbour optimisation that 

was implemented in early December 2018. 

 Lady Frere route – This area forms part of the last batch of Cell C to MTN neighbour 

optimisation that was implemented in early December 2018. Cell C to engage with 

the roaming partner. 

 Mdantsane route – Cell C to engage with the roaming partner on issues 

experienced while roaming. Optimisation is needed to improve data performance 

and transmission upgrade plan will be implemented within the first half of 2019. 

6.3.4.Telkom 

Telkom views the test results as very significant and uses them as additional input to 

further improve the quality of the mobile network. Most call failures on the Telkom 

network were due to inadequate network coverage. This is being addressed by building 

additional sites in the tested areas to provide a more contiguous network coverage. 

Telkom’s deployment plan within these areas are set out below:  

 Dimbaza route – 2 sites are planned to be built.  

 Dutywa route – 1 site is planned to be built. 

 East London route – there are currently 73 sites On-Air and an additional 16 sites 

are planned to be built. 

 Lady Frere route – Telkom did not plan any sites for Lady Frere for the current 

financial year. Deployment of sites in this area will be considered during the new 

financial year. 

 Mdantsane route – there are currently 16 sites on-Air and an additional 2 sites are 

planned to be built. 

In addition to building additional sites, other initiative to improve network and service 

quality is underway including LTE Carrier Aggregation, reframing of 2100 MHz spectrum 

for LTE, UMTS R99 parameter optimization, 256QAM modulation, etc. 

Furthermore, Telkom has recently signed a new national roaming agreement with 

Vodacom, which is being implemented. Advantages of the new roaming agreement 
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includes roaming on 4G/LTE and seamless call handover between networks. This will 

significantly improve Telkom’s overall network voice and data quality, especially in areas 

where it has limited or no network coverage.  

 

 

 

 


